Actions of three human alpha-amylases expressed in yeast on modified substrates and the amino acid residues causing their different actions.
The mode of action of an alpha-amylase (yHXA) which was the gene product of a newly found human alpha-amylase gene expressed in yeast on synthetic substrates was compared with those of the gene products (yHSA and yHPA) of human salivary and pancreatic alpha-amylase gene in yeast. The substrates used were phenyl alpha-maltopentaoside (G5 phi) and its derivatives in which the CH2OH groups of the non-reducing-end glucose residues were converted to CH2NH2 (AG5 phi), COOH (CG5 phi), or CH2I (IG5 phi). The digests were subjected to HPLC to determine the amounts of products. The HPLC analysis revealed that yHXA and yHSA bound G5 phi to their active sites in similar manners to give the same products, while yHPA hydrolyzed it in a different way. Modifications of the non-reducing-end glucose of G5 phi caused change of the binding mode to the active sites of the enzymes. AG5 phi and CG5 phi were hydrolyzed by the enzymes to give more phenyl alpha-glucoside (G phi) and less phenyl alpha-maltoside (G2 phi), while IG5 phi gave more G2 phi and less G phi, compared with G5 phi. The substrate binding mode of yHXA changed more extensively than that of yHSA. The results suggested that there exists an amino acid replacement between yHXA and yHSA. The amino acid residues replaced are neither acidic nor basic, are located in subsite S3, and interact with the CH2OH residue of the non-reducing-end glucose residue of G5 phi.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)